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EA800-ip: Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Why does my EA800-ip keeps rebooting every 20 mins.
A: The unit is looking for the network and will reboot every 20 minutes. If you are not using INSIGHT, you
will need to turn off the network setting. You do this by: device needs to be unlocks (it will say Lock in the
lower left corner), go to the main menu < system < configuration < network < clint mode < disabled. It will
ask if this is ok (push F3) and then the device will reboot.

Q: How do I unlock my EA800-ip?
A: Push the F1 button < Enter password: default is 0800

Q: Do I have to use INSIGHT when using the EA800-ip?
A: No, you have to turn off the network setting. You do this by: device needs to be unlocks (it will say Lock
in the lower left corner), go to the main menu < system < configuration < network < clint mode < disabled.
It will ask if this is ok (push F3) and then the device will reboot.

Q: How do I retrieve stored data?
A: You can export the logs stored in the EA800-ip for archiving or later review. The export procedure
exports the alarm log, data log, and even logs files onto a USB drive in comma separated value (CSV)
format.  We supply an Excel spreadsheet on our help website to utilize the information – see
link: https://help.winland.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000273866-EA800-ip-Data-Template

Q: What water sensor to I use on the device?
A: You would need to use the W-S-S sensor

Q: If I use a 4-20 mA sensor can I add it to an EA-WMFS?
A: The 4-20 mA sensors have to be hard wired

Q: WRM Reset
A: There is a component failure and the unit will need to be replaced.

Q: Can I turn off the internal buzzer on the EA800-ip?
A: Yes. Main menu > System > Config > Buzzer > Disable
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Common EA800-IP Error


